A cord of three strands is not easily broken

Peterborough Diocese Education Trust
Company Number 08509710

Board of Directors
Draft Minutes of the Meeting
held on 10 February 2022, 2.00pm
VIRTUAL MEETING VIA ZOOM

Attendance Key:

Name

 = present; A = apologies received and accepted; ApN = apologies received but not accepted;
Ab = absent; R = resigned
Category

30/9/21 12/10/21 16/12/21 10/2/22 31/3/22 16/5/22 19/7/22
EGB

Cathy Armstrong (CA)

Director







Kevin Binley (KB)
(Resigned 17 December 2021)

Director







Bishop Ed Condry (+EC)
(Resigned end 12/10/21)

Director





Margaret Holman (MH)

Director and Chair of the
Board









Natalie Howes (NH)

Director

A

A





Jan Martin (JM)

Director









Dr Janet Northing
(Appointed Dec 21) (JN)

Director





Andrew Scarborough (AS)

Director









Anup Sodhi (ASi)

Director





A



Director and Vice Chair









CEO & Director









Director



Dr Gordon Temple (GT)
Ruth Walker-Green (RWG)
Andrew Weatherill (AW)
Resigned end of 30/9/21



Attendance %: this meeting

92%

89%

90%

100%

Attendance %: year to date

92%

90%

90%

92.5%

In attendance:
Gill Broughton, Director Learning & Achievement
Helen Buckley, (HB), Director, Governance & Compliance (In part)
Kirstin Howarth, Headteacher Representative
Lee Hughes (LH), Chief Financial Officer, Director Business & Finance, PDET
Maxine Ward, (MW) Independent Governance Professional, Hallam Learning Consultancy
Rob Curran (IT Partner) – IT Briefing only
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The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting which started with a short presentation on the IT Blueprint
and Strategy from Rob Curran (RC), IT Partner and Consultant. The presentation provided an overview of the
key initiatives which would be undertaken to achieve a target state for IT operations and infrastructure
across the Trust’s estate from 2021-25. The aim was to have centralised control and oversight of IT across
PDET, which would improve IT provision for all PDET schools and reduce the overall risk from the current
disparate systems inherited from the schools on joining the Trust.
RC explained that individual schools might have slight variations to the overall roadmap due to their
different starting points. Computeam were now the single support service for the majority of schools in the
Trust. All schools other than William Law would be serviced by Computeam from April 2022. William Law
would come on board, probably in September 2022.
All schools would be on a single 365 platform by the end of May 2022. The next steps were about moving to
cloud based services, improving broadband connectivity and improving local networks.
Kirstin Howarth joined the meeting at 14.06
One of the biggest steps would be to move the management information system into the cloud. ESS the
owner of SIMS was pushing schools and trusts to sign up for 3 year contracts but PDET still had 12 months of
SIMS to run and would then be able to move to a cloud based system, reducing dependency on school sites
and would then have centralised control.
BT Openreach would be withdrawing analogue communications by 2025, and any residual analogue systems
would have to be replaced by then.
CA commented that St Andrew’s school had just been through the migration and overall everyone was very
pleased with the process. RC would pass on thanks to Computeam.
AS drew Directors attention to the more detailed discussion that had taken place at B&F Committee and was
captured in the January 2021 B&F minutes. It was highlighted that updating IT was a significant project for
the Trust and completion was essential to reduce the overall IT risk to the Trust.
Directors noted that the ability to take a Trust wide approach to IT was one of the ways that multi-academy
trusts add value to their schools. Directors asked the project team to reflect on when it would be
appropriate, once the infrastructure was in place, to consider how access to PDET IT could then be enhanced
for parents to access shared information and a knowledge learning platform and how the system might
provide an improved platform for remote learning.
RC advised that once there was confidence that the operations and infrastructure were sufficiently
developed along the roadmap, then consideration could be given to incorporating pedagogical and
communications strategies that would leverage the functionality of the IT systems for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
It was agreed that NH/RC would meet offline to discuss enterprise resource planning.
RC was thanked for his presentation and left the meeting at 2.17pm.
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1. WELCOME AND PROCEDURAL
GT led the Board in an opening prayer.
1.1

Declarations of Interest
The following Directors declared standing interests as members of Academy Governance
Committees (AGCs):
• Cathy Armstrong: St Andrew’s C of E Primary School, Kettering
• Jan Martin: St Luke’s C.E. Primary School, Northampton
• Natalie Howes: Freemans Endowed CE Junior Academy and St Barnabas C of E School
Wellingborough
• Gordon Temple: Welford, Sibbertoft and Sulby Endowed School and Barby C of E School
• Janet Northing declared her interest as a member of the Peterborough Diocese Board of
Education.
MW reminded Directors that the Register of Interests should be kept up to date including with any
changes of registrations at Companies House.

1.3

There were no items of additional business for discussion at Item 6.3.

2. VISION AND ETHOS
2.1 Monitoring Trust Ethos
The Trust Governance Committee (TGC) had proposed that its remit for monitoring the Trust ethos was shared
as appropriate across each of the Board’s committees. It had become apparent that the Christian ethos should
be the golden thread of the purpose of the Trust and it should be monitored by all.
THE PROPOSAL TO MONITOR THE TRUST ETHOS THROUGH ALL THE BOARD’S COMMITTEES WAS APPROVED.
Action 1: HB/MW To update the Board Remit and Committee Terms of Reference in line with this
approval
The need to develop further links between the Trust Board and re-energise Academy Governance Committees
had been recognised for some time. The TGC had also considered a role description for a Director to link with
the AGCs. Janet Northing had agreed to take on this role. The role description was available on TGC Governor
Hub should Directors wish to see it.
THE BOARD APPROVED THE APPOINTMENT OF JANET NORTHING AS LINK DIRECTOR, ACADEMY
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEES
Directors expressed a wish that opportunities be identified to facilitate them visiting PDET academy schools
as Covid began to ease to support them knowing the organisation better and also to raise the profile of the
Board.
NH highlighted that the forthcoming Governance Conference for AGCs would also be a good opportunity for
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Directors to be visible and to be introduced to local governors. The Conference would take place through
Zoom on 15 March.
Action 2: JN/RWG to arrange Directors’ visits to schools when appropriate.
Action 3: MW to ensure that Zoom link for Governor Conference be shared with Directors
The Chair drew the Board’s attention to the CST publication: ‘Public Benefit and Civic Duty Guidance’ which
was shared for information.
3. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
3.1 CEO’s Report to the Board
RWG highlighted that the meeting with the Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) had been very positive. The
follow up letter had been received and had already been shared with Directors. There had been a discussion
around the RSC supporting PDET’s growth and the letter had confirmed that PDET’s priorities included taking
on larger schools, which she would support.
DIRECTORS RECEIVED THE CEO’s REPORT AND WERE PLEASED TO RECEIVE THE POSITIVE RESPONSE FROM
THE RSC
3.2 Strategic Priorities Update
The TWIP and Trust Delivery Matrix had been scrutinised at Committee level.
RWG highlighted that the amber priorities were in progress but had missed the original deadline but following
this meeting would be green if the Trust’s Risk Appetite was agreed at Item 3.7.
THE BOARD RECEIVED PAPERS 3.2.1 AND 3.2.2 WHICH HAD BEEN SCRUTINISED AT COMMITTEE LEVEL
3.3 MAT Self-Evaluation (MATSE)
RWG presented the MAT Self-Evaluation Summary Document that had been updated. The PDET point of
difference had been added together with some amendments following the Directors’ comments RWG
confirmed that this was the overarching document would be shared with Ofsted in the event of a MAT Ofsted
Inspection. There would be sections that would sit underneath it and they would be shared with the Directors’
who had specific areas of responsibility.
DIRECTORS RECEIVED THE MATSE SUMMARY REPORT
3.4 Education Update: Curriculum Impact Summary Report
The Board noted that outcomes were low across both key stages for Writing and asked when they would know
whether the actions to support improvement in Writing were having sufficient impact. It was explained that
the outcomes had dipped as a result of Covid and a working party had been established with the PDET English
Consultant and a number of Headteachers. Various actions had been agreed and these would be shared with
all Headteachers on 24th February. The challenges of predicting outcomes were explained noting that it took
time to cover all the different genres of writing. The Board received assurance that improvements would
come through by July but it would take time to get back to the outcomes seen in 2019.
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It was noted that comparisons were being made with 2019 data as there had been no updates during the
Covid period. It was thought that outcomes nationally might be lower in July 2022 than they had been in 2019
because of the impact of the pandemic.
Directors challenged the statement that: A good quality of education was provided across the Trust when the
data presented so many challenges. It was explained that overall, the quality of education was good and this
had been affirmed by Ofsted visits.
Directors noted that the impact of Covid continued and although the data being reported reflected the
position from the autumn term, the risk implications remained high and ongoing staff instability and pupil
absence continued to impact during the spring term.
The Board considered whether there were any particular ethnic groups that were impacted more than others.
Different groups were monitored but it was the Pupil Premium disadvantaged children where the pandemic
had the greatest impact on outcomes. The Trust was concentrating on ensuring quality first teaching was
delivered across its schools as that would be the greatest factor in closing the gaps.
There were deep seated problems that had arisen from the pandemic that were increasingly impacting on
both children’s and staff wellbeing.
DIRECTORS RECEIVED THE EDUCATION UPDATE INCLUDING DOCUMENT 3.4 AND THANKED GB AND RWG
FOR THEIR WORK. THE BOARD RECEIVED ASSURANCE THAT THE ACADEMY IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY WAS
BEING MONITORED AND WOULD HAVE POSITIVE IMPACT BUT THE RISKS DUE TO COVID UNCERTAINTY
REMAINED HIGH.
This item was discussed further as part of the confidential agenda.
3.5 Safeguarding Report to the Board
The Chair reported that she had held a Safeguarding meeting with the Trust’s Director of Safeguarding and a
full report would be shared at the next meeting.
Directors discussed the importance of having an executive summary to support the data report. The summary
should outline significant cases that were reported to the LADO and child protection teams at the Local
Authority.
It was noted that the reports should include comparison data so that Directors could understand trends and
seek assurance in appropriate areas. It was confirmed that some children and reports would fall into more
than one category in the My Concern report. This further highlighted the need for executive summaries with
explanations to aid Directors’ understanding.
HB joined the meeting at 14.47
It was agreed that My Concern was very helpful and aided reporting. Directors asked how racist incidents
were reported and these were included in the My Concern reports but there had been no incidents in the
current report.
Action 4: HB to provide Executive summaries and data trends/comparisons and outline significant cases
with future My Concern reports
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THE BOARD RECEIVED THE SAFEGUARDING DATA REPORT, PAPER 3.5.1
3.6 Risk Register
Each committee had reviewed the Risk Registers for their own areas.
The residual risk had been increased for Curriculum Intent following discussion at the Education Committee
meeting. This reflected Ofsted’s increased expectations on the need for sequencing and clear progression in
every subject (previously they had only reviewed English and Maths) to show how the curriculum learning
would progress from EYFS through to Year 6 and the foundations for transitioning to secondary education.
Directors received assurance on the support and training provided for PDET Headteachers and subject leads
to mitigate the risk. KH reported that PDET was providing excellent training particularly to support teachers in
articulating curriculum sequencing and progression. AIOS were providing coaching and Headteachers and
Subject leaders were well supported.
The Business & Finance Committee had provided some helpful suggestions to build into the Risk Register and
these would be built into the next iteration.
DIRECTORS RECEIVED THE RISK REGISTER
3.7 PDET Risk Appetite
Directors discussed the suggested risk appetite for the strategic priorities 2021-2024, proposed in Paper 3.7.
The scale for determining the risk appetite was set out in the Risk Management Policy.
The Board’s discussion focused particularly on Strategic Priority 4, Operations, including finance. Directors
considered that there were some inconsistencies in the breakdown of categories with Enterprise overall,
supported by ‘Cautious’ for Finance and ‘Mindful’ for Estates and Health and Safety.
It was agreed that it was appropriate to break down this priority and have a different risk approach to the
category areas within SP4, acknowledging that Directors rightly had a different appetite for these category
areas.
THE BOARD AGREED THE RISK APPETITE PROPOSED IN PAPER 3.7 SUBJECT TO REMOVING THE OVERALL
‘ENTERPRISE’ RISK APPETITE AND CHANGING:
HEALTH & SAFETY - CAUTIOUS (FROM MINDFUL)
4.1 OPERATING MODEL TO ENTERPRISE ( FROM MINDFUL/ENTERPRISE)
4.2 FINANCE TO MINDFUL ( FROM CAUTIOUS)

4. VALUE FOR MONEY/FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT & MONITORING
4.1 Finance Reports: November and December 2021
The Finance Report, Board Pack and Appendices (papers 4.1.1- 4.1.6) had been circulated in advance providing
the management accounts to 31 December 2021. The CFOs report covered November and December 2021.
The November management accounts had been reviewed at the Business & Finance meeting.
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It was confirmed that there was not currently an appeals process for bidding for reserves. This was not a
requirement but it might be appropriate to consider whether there should be one in the future.
Action 5: LH to consider whether there should be an appeals process for reserves
The William Law settlement for contractors was an additional item as the school joined PDET after budgets
were set. It was known as the school joined the Trust that CIF funding had been secured for the full value of
the contracted work.
The Board noted that eco and sustainability issues would be reported to the Board through the Business &
Finance Committee. PDET had not yet hit the thresholds for statutory reporting in this area but would begin
to develop appropriate reporting to be ahead of the game.
The Board noted that that PDET was at the forefront of developments in terms of sustainability and it would
be important to ensure that this area was included in the communications strategy.
THE BOARD REVIEWED THE FINANCE REPORTS/MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS FOR 2021 AND NOTED THE
NOVEMBER ACCOUNTS HAD BEEN SCRUTINISED BY B&F COMMITTEE
NH had given apologies in advance and left the meeting at 15.00
4.2 Benchmarking
LH explained the relevance of the Kreston Reeves Benchmarking Report to the sector. Directors noted that it
provided helpful information for benchmarking PDET’s financial position.
THE BOARD RECEIVED THE KRESTON REEVES BENCHMARKING REPORT AND THANKED LH FOR HIS
SUMMARY PAPER
4.3 School Resource Management Self-Assessment
LH explained the context of the SRMSA and the information that was provided in the checklist. It was noted
that explanations were given where there was variation from ESFA requirements. Directors asked about
reserves and whether the ESFA were suggesting that all reserves were allocated to projects.
Overall, there were considerable reserves held within academy trusts nationally and the ESFA was looking for
trusts to have plans for reserves to be allocated to improve outcomes. The RSC had challenged PDET on the
percentage of reserves held but accepted PDET’s position given that reserves would be allocated as projects
developed and the Trust comprised mainly small primary schools. The majority of reserves had arisen from
schools transferring in to the Trust rather than accumulation of revenue funds.
THE BOARD APPROVED THE SRMSA CHECKLIST FOR SUBMISSION TO THE ESFA
5. GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE
5.1 Directors’ Competency Framework
The competency assessment had been completed by all Directors and summarised in Paper 5.1.
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Education, Curriculum assessment, monitoring outcomes and stakeholder engagement to inform decisionmaking were the key gaps identified. All Directors had identified self-evaluation as an area they would
welcome support.
It was suggested that brief presentations could be given at the beginning of future Board meetings to address
some of the knowledge areas.
A template for self-evaluation would be provided.
Action 6: RWG to organise presentations as appropriate at the beginning of future Board meetings
Action 7: MW to provide a template for Directors’ Self-Evaluation
THE BOARD RECEIVED THE DIRECTORS’ COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT AND NOTED THE FINDINGS AND
PROPOSED ACTIONS
5.2 Health & Safety Update
LH presented the Accident Report. All incidents had been investigated and policies had been followed. LH
advised that work was being completed to ensure that there was consistency in reporting categories. A group
of Headteachers were on the panel. Directors asked about the 15 incidents of violence and aggression and
received assurance that this was not unusual for a primary trust the size of PDET and reflected the complex
needs of some children in mainstream schools. Eight incidents were at St James and the Board were advised
that a health and safety visit to the unit was planned. There were no areas of particular concern in the
reported figures.
DIRECTORS RECEIVED THE HEALTH AND SAFETY UPDATE
5.3 Standing Committees
Minutes from all Committees had been shared on Governor Hub. Questions were invited on issues not already
covered.
5.3.1 Business & Finance Committee
The main items, IT and adjustments to the Risk register were the main items and had already been discussed.
5.3.2 Education Committee
JM reported that the Committee had a very useful meeting, particularly around curriculum strategies and the
MAT focus on school improvement. There was a discussion on how the Trust was working with the Diocesan
Consultants and some suggestions for developing these relationships.
5.3.3 Trust Governance Committee
An update on the AGC Committees and their relationship with the Trust was provided. HB gave information
on the planned Governance Conference on 15 March for local governors. It was noted that Directors’ support
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would be appreciated and were requested to attend.
MH explained that a letter was being drafted to go to clergy who were not currently involved on AGCs to see
if they would like to get involved. This followed a suggestion from PDET’s Members. A further letter would be
sent to thank those who were already formally involved on AGCs.
The Board was advised that there was a new vicar at St Andrews and he had been invited to join the AGC but
he had responded that it was suggested that he did not get too close to any one school but to participate in
school life as the vicar and was seen to be providing equal support, not prioritising one school above another.
CA gave apologies and left the meeting at 15.20
THE DRAFT MINUTES OF THE STANDING COMMITTEES WERE RECEIVED
5.4 Nominations Committee
HB explained the background to this Committee which would comprise:
The Chair
The Vice Chair
The Chief Executive
The Governance Professional.
THE BOARD APPROVED ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE AND MEMBERSHIP AS ABOVE
Action 8: MW to create terms of reference for the Nominations Committee

5.5 Board Succession Planning/Recruitment of Directors
5.5.1 Recruitment Update
The Board was advised of the progress with Academy Ambassadors to recruit more Directors. The advert
would close on 25 February.
One potential Director who had a background in Risk had been interviewed, but it was considered that they
did not have sufficient breadth of experience and it was decided not to take the candidate forward.
5.5.2 Re-appointment of Directors
The Board noted that Margaret Holman and Gordon Temple had been re-appointed as Directors of PDET at
the Annual General Meeting, both for a term of 4 years.
Action 8: MW to follow up with the admin team to update GIAS and the Trust website
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6. BOARD’S ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
6.1 Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the Full Board meeting on 16 December 2021 were approved.
6.2 Action Log
The Action Log was reviewed and noted that the meeting with the LA to discuss safeguarding had now been
arranged. It was agreed to defer the appointment of a Wellbeing Director until new Directors were recruited.
6.3 Any Other Urgent Business Agreed at Item 1.3
There was no urgent business.
6.4 Dates of Future meetings
The next Board meeting dates were noted as:
31 March 2022
16 May 2022
19 July 2022
The meeting closed at 15.26 KH was thanked for her contribution and left the meeting.
The Confidential Part of the Meeting continued and was minuted separately.
Chair:
Date:
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